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Executive Summary: This paper responds to the paper submitted by Japan on Syllabus of 

Cat. A for Hydrographic Surveyors the Cat. B holders. 

Related Documents: a) Draft IHO Publication S-5A Standards of Competence for 

Hydrographic Surveyors Category "A" 

b) IHO Publication S-5B Standards of Competence for 

Hydrographic Surveyors Category "B" 

c) IHO Strategic Plan (2009) 

Related Projects: 1) IHO Work Programme 2016 (Task 3.3.9.1) 
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Introduction and Background 

1. Japan proposes the IBSC to create a ”syllabus of  Category A for Hydrographic Surveyors for 

the Category B holder” . 

2. Japan arguments are based on the fact that experienced Category B hydrographers should 

progress through a Category A course faster than inexperienced students. A proposition is made to 

reduce the minimum time frame of Category A programmes for Category B holders to 24 weeks (6 

months). 

3. The need for separation of Category A and Category B standards, was recognized during the 

XVIIIth International Hydrographic Conference, and tasks 3.39 of the 2013-2017 IHO Work 

Programme was approved, to create two separate Standards. 

4. The IBSC recognized that the in case where a Category A programme is preceded prior by a 

Category B programme, then the time frames for the Category A programme may take into account the 

time devoted to the Category B programme. 

5. Under the S-5 standards the minimum duration for category B was 24 weeks, with a minimum 

of 16 weeks with exemptions, and the category A was 1 academic year. Within the S-5 standards the 

category A included the category B with additional requirements, an example is provided in Table 1 

and under this arrangement a category A could incorporate a category B programme and develop the 

skills, such practice was recognized by the IBSC and some submissions for category A recognition 

included the category B elements provided that these had been completed within the six year time frame 

as described in the guidelines. 
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Table 1. Extract from the S-5 standard with category A as additional requirements to category B. 

6. At IRCC4 the IBSC presented a case for separating category A from category B and hence 

developing two separate standards. This was endorsed by IRCC4 and the IHO Member States and the 

Board has since been working on S-5B, which is now operative, and S-5A, which has been circulated 

to member states, comments have been received and addressed, the final draft now submitted to IRCC8 

for endorsement. 

 

Discussion 

1. The new standards are drafted in terms of constructive alignment, the modern principles of 

academic delivery, with assessment being based on learning outcomes. In drafting the 

standards the Board has considered the level of knowledge and associated skills required 

within each of the elements under the subjects and prescribed learning outcomes accordingly. 

As indicated in Tables 2a and 2b for Geodesy and Tables 3a and 3b for acoustics, the 

expectations at category A and category B levels have different expectations of the candidate.  
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Table 2a. Extract from S-5B standards for Geodesy. 

2.  

 

Table 2b. Extract from the S-5A for some components of Geodesy. 
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Table 3a. Extract from S-5B standards for echo sounders and side scan sonar. 

 

Table 3b. Extract from the S-5A for single beam underwater acoustic systems. 
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 Within Table 2a from S-5B, the theoretical aspect at category B level in geodesy is purely 

descriptive with practical elements depending on use of computer software. At category A 

level, given in Table 2b, learning outcomes require a different level of knowledge for 

comparison and assessment of methods. This topic on Coordinate Systems is a foundation 

subject and could therefore be exempted for a candidate possessing for example a BSc degree 

in Land Surveying, but not for a candidate from a category B programme. 

 

 Tables 3a and 3b make a comparison of requirements for single beam echo sounders at category 

B and category A levels respectively. To achieve category B requirements the depth of material 

covered within the principles is less and learning outcomes are primarily applied. At category 

A level the learning outcomes reflect a deeper knowledge of principles to enable selection of 

systems suited for purpose and analysis of signal returns.    

 

3. During IBSC39 in April 2016, the Board discussed the proposal made by Japan, which calls for 

a third standard to upgrade from category B to category A. As indicated above, the standards 

in their new format do not lend themselves to upgrade. The learning outcomes requirement 

greater depth of knowledge would be those in the category A standards and the background 

principles required to achieve this level requires greater depth than that at category B. Having 

completed a category B programme a candidate entering a category A programme would need 

to cover the requirements of S-5A in their entirety, including Basics and Foundation materials 

that are at a different level to the Basics in S-5B. 

 

4. The Board however considers that whenever an element of a programme is included in a 

Category B programme at a level which is judged as satisfactory against the S-5A Standards, 

exemptions can be granted for this element, if it is part of Basics or Foundation Subjects. Time 

frame to complete Catagory B and Cateory A programmes are not any more described in the 

S-5A and S-5B Standards, but in the “Guidelines for the implementation of the Standards of 

Competence for Hydrographic Surveyors”. They should therefore be taken as a recommended 

time period for programme completion.  

Conclusion 

5. The IBSC sees no need to develop new standards for the casea Category B programme would 

precede a Cateogry A programme. This would be in opposition to the decision taken during the 

XVIIth International Hydrographic Conference to separate Category B and Category A 

Standards. 

6. Time frames for Category B and Cateogry A Standards are part of the “Guidelines for the 

implementation of the Standards of Competence for Hydrographic Surveyors”, and are 

therefore given as recommendation.  

7. When Category B precedes a Category A programme, the submitting institution must 

demonstrate in their submission that in the total combined training, the student will receive the 

full Category A education at the level specified in the S-5A Standards.  

Action Required of IRCC 

8. The IRCC is invited to: 
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a. note this report; 

b. take any other action as appropriate. 

 


